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A tyrant is an oppressive, despotic ruler who exercises governing power in a cruel, 

harsh manner over his subjects without paying regard to any constitutional or ethical 

restrictions. The term tyrant comes from the pre-Greek loanword Τύραννος Týrannos 

meaning lord, master, sovereign, which transferred into the Latin tyrannus, meaning 

lord, master. By 1300 it was spelled tyraunt and meant absolute ruler. The original 

Greek description of a tyrant was a person who illegally claimed the control over the 

state and one who sets his will over and above that of the citizens of the state in a 

thuggish, violent manner. There is no Indo-European word root of tyrant.   

However, there are strong indications with probability bordering on certainty that the 

term tyrant has its roots in an Edenic language, i.e., it even pre-dates ancient 

Hebrew, or Semitic languages. It possibly and likely relates to the Edenic RaDaH, 

meaning to take out, remove – as used in Judges14:9: "… but he told not them he 

had taken honey (out) of the carcass of the lion." The same verb RaDaH appears in 

Genesis1:26. God charges man to rule and "have dominion over the fish of the sea", 

in the sense of domineering with the privilege of raiding. God allowed man to raid, 

ride (tyrannize, control) the seven seas to root out the inhabitants of the deep. In 

Deuteronomy20:20 there is another use of RaDaH when a war is waged upon a city 

"until it be subdued" and the enemy is routed. The Edenic [A]ReeYT(S) becomes 

tyrant by reversing the YT to obtain TYR[A](NT). Such reversals with omissions and 
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additions are common in the constructional development of words in languages. The 

Edenic ROADahN is also a tyrant or dictator. The meaning of tyrant in Greek simply 

combines being a sovereign with usurping. This appears in the Nordic TYR, the 

Norse god of victory. Related to Barack Hussein Obama the term tyrant tells exactly 

what Barack Hussein Obama is: a sovereign who achieves control by usurpation and 

reduces his enemy until they are routed (out).  

Barack Hussein Obama! You are a tyrant! Yet, whether you accept it or not, there are 

limitations to you and your tyranny! 

Tyrant Obama's speeches that have been reprinted in several newspapers of the 

enemedia apparently contain expressions and opinions so new to Americans and so 

special, and are so enveloped in mysterious reasoning, that I address this publication 

concerning tyrant Barack Hussein Obama for the purpose of giving a free and candid 

examination. The tyrant's speeches are lies that show the spectrum of the tyrant's 

machinations against WE the People. 

The tyrant in America is guilty of inconsistency. To clear himself of this guilt, Barack 

Hussein Obama asserts that he still holds the same principles respective American 

independence which he at first imbibed. But then tyrant Obama vomited out the 

principles of hope and change to socialism-communism. WE American Patriots are of 

the opinion that whenever Barack Hussein Obama is acknowledged in any manner, 

the sun of America's glory is set forever! Such are the sentiments WE the People 

possessed in a former time in 1776 and such are the sentiments WE continue to hold 

at this hour. It is the opinion of a multitude of American Patriots, as well as many able 

statesmen from foreign countries. As the majority of the American Patriots support 

this opinion, you, Barack Hussein Obama have somewhat acquiesced, dissenting 

from the idea of your infallibility. Thus, the point of your being a tyrant is settled for 

bringing the matter into the full discussion of Congress with the special investigative 

committee on Benghazi chaired by Representative Trey Gowdy (R-SC), where you 

will be candidly, fairly, and impartially investigated and debated … as long as the 

DemocRAT members behave themselves properly and accept the truthful results of 

the investigations, and the enemedia does not spin the truthful outcome of the 

investigation according to their liking. 
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The independence of America from the tyrant Obama is at stake. Such independence 

would be the ruin of DemocRATS and their accommodations with their tyrant. It will 

be the end of giving the enemy the means of trampling on America. The sun of 

America's glory Obama wishes to see set forever. He is always looking for a spark 

which might in time light US up to a new day so that he can extinguish it immediately. 

If American independence is maintained, if Congress deems that measure prudent, 

Obama will see in his own mind that his regime will be undone. He wishes to Satan 

that he will not be investigated by Congress, that he might plead the cause of his 

hope and change socialism-communism, and that he might exercise whatever 

powers he possesses as an orator, to save both himself and his belief in a conviction 

to Allah, that, if fate was signed, America would be gone forever. 

Domestic peace, the tyrant says, is a desirable object, but it must be a peace under 

his conditions, even if it is a humiliating one. Mr. Tyrant maintains that under previous 

American leaders who held his position that his American kingdom was not in a 

flourishing state, it was impoverished by false economic politics. Well, Mr Zero, 

Americans were not exceedingly rich, but they were free and independent to pursue 

their dreams as they saw fit. Successful dreams were not the result of socialism-

communism! They never will be! If successful dreams in America do not become 

reality, that is probably because the DemocRATS have always placed illogical, 

economic roadblocks in their ways. If WE the People are straitened in our finances, 

the enemy Obama regime will be exhausted in their resources. 

America is a great nation without Barack Hussein Obama. It abounds with brave men 

and women who are able and willing to fight in a common cause. The tyrant Zero 

claims he is neither afraid nor ashamed of those expressions humiliating America 

and American Patriots. He maintains there are numbers, great numbers there, who 

are of the same way of thinking with respect to America needing to be humiliated, 

and who, with his lordship, perceive ruin and independence to be linked together. 

The language of humiliation is not the language of America. It is the language of 

Barack Hussein Obama and his minions. 

Barack Hussein Obama is a total stranger to the mind and sentiments of America. 

Barack Hussein Obama has wrapped himself up in fond delusion that nothing other 
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than socialism-communism may, under his tyranny, be accepted; and he wishes 

himself sent to hell to receive support for the the most extraordinary of all doctrines, 

which is that America, the most sublime of all human conditions, is really the loss of 

liberty. 

In answer to which WE the People may say that in order to know what the contrary 

word dependence means, WE have only to look back to those years of severe 

humiliation, before the War for Independence when the mildest of all petitions could 

obtain no other notice than the haughtiest of all insults; and when the base terms of 

unconditional submission were demanded, or undistinguishable destruction 

threatened. It is nothing to US that the rogues have been changed, for they may be 

changed again. The guilt of the Obama regime is the crime of a whole country full of 

DemocRATS; and the nation that can, though but for a moment, think and act as 

Barack Hussein Obama wishes, can never afterwards be believed or trusted. 

There are cases in which it is as impossible to restore character to life, as it is to 

recover the dead. It is a phoenix that can expire but once, and from whose ashes 

there is no resurrection. Some offences are of such a slight composition that they 

reach no further than the temper and are created or cured by a thought. But the sin of 

Barack Hussein Obama has struck the heart of America and nature has not left it in 

OUR power to say WE can forgive. 

Tyrant Barack Hussein Obama wishes for an opportunity to plead before the 

enemedia the cause of his hope and change and the cause of the DemocRATS, and 

to save both from ruin. 

That the regime, which for more than six years has sought America's destruction, 

should now cringe to solicit OUR support, is adding the wretchedness of disgrace to 

the misery of disappointment; and if Barack Hussein Obama has the least spark of 

supposed honor left (If he ever had any!), that spark must be darkened by asking, 

and extinguished by receiving, the smallest favor from America; for the criminal who 

owes his life to the grace and mercy of the injured is more executed by living, than he 

who dies. 
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But a thousand pleadings, even from the tyrant Obama, can have no effect. Honor, 

interest, and every sensation of the heart, would plead against him. WE are a people 

who think not as the tyrant thinks; and what is equally true, the tyrant cannot feel as 

WE feel. The situations of these two beings are exceedingly different. OURS has 

been the seat of Patriotism; yours has seen nothing of it. The most wanton 

destruction has been committed in OUR sight; the most insolent barbarity has been 

acted on OUR feelings. WE can look round and see the remains of what happens 

when the tyrant throws people under bus and destroys careers, once the fair fruit of 

hard industry, and now the striking monuments of Obama's brutality. In every part of 

America WE walk over the dead whom we loved and remember by whom they fell. 

There is scarcely a village but brings to life some melancholy thought and reminds 

US of what we have suffered, and of those we have lost by the inhumanity of Barack 

Hussein Obama's illegality. A thousand images arise to US, which, from situation, 

tyrant Obama cannot see, and are accompanied by as many ideas which tyrant 

Obama cannot know; and therefore tyrant Obama's supposed system of reasoning 

would apply to nothing, and all of tyrant Obama's expectations die of themselves. 

The question whether tyrant Barack Hussein Obama shall accede to the freedoms of 

America free from socialism-communism is a moot question. It scarcely needs a 

debate. Obama's wish to debate the future of American freedoms has no object 

except to placate. The sun of America will set whenever she acknowledges she is a 

socialist-communist nation, whereas the metaphor would be strictly just to leave the 

sun wholly out of the figure, and to ascribe America not acknowledging it to the 

influence of the moon, like Muslims with their lunatic Islam do. 

But the expression, if true, is the greatest confession of disgrace that could be made, 

and furnishes America with the highest notions of sovereign, independent 

importance. Relinquish America to socialism-communism says Barack Hussein 

Obama. Well, what is it but to desire a giant to shrink spontaneously into a dwarf? 

Those people who call themselves DemocRATS are of so little internal consequence 

that when America is gone, or shuts her eyes, their sun is set and they can shine no 

more. They will grope about in obscurity and contract into insignificant animals. 

America is still the giant of freedom and Obama only her dwarf in waiting! Is the case 
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so strangely altered that those thugs and regime who once thought WE the People 

could not live without them, are now brought to declare that they can exist without 

former America? Will they tell to the world, and that from their first politicians of state, 

that America is their all in all; that it is by her importance only that they can live, and 

breathe, and have a being? Will they, who long since threatened to bring America to 

their feet, bow themselves to OURS, and own that without US they are not 

important? Are they become so unqualified to debate on independence that they 

have lost all idea of it themselves, and are calling to the rocks and mountains of 

America to cover their insignificance? Or, if America is lost, is it manly to sob over it 

like a child for its rattle, and invite the laughter of the world by declarations of 

disgrace? Surely, a more consistent line of conduct to the cancerous curse that is 

Barack Hussein Obama is to bear it without formal complaint; and to show that 

America without them can preserve her independence and obtain a suitable rank with 

other powers. Barack Hussein Obama, you were not contented while you had 

America. Your weeping as a result of your failures is childish! 

Barack Hussein Obama still thinks something may yet be done. What that something 

is, or how it is to be accomplished, is a matter in obscurity. For the United States of 

America there is no Obama hope and change. The experience of nearly seven years, 

with the expense of trillions of dollars and the loss of respect must positively decide 

that point. 

Americans have lost their interest in Barack Hussein Obama with the disaffected. 

Every part of it has been tried. There is no new scene left for delusion: and the 

thousands who have been ruined by adhering to Barack Hussein Obama's policies 

have now become bankrupt and/or unemployed. They are conveyed like transports to 

cultivate the armchairs of doing nothingness and it has put an end to all further 

expectations of employment. 

If you cast your eyes on the people of America, what have they to console 

themselves with for the billions or trillions expended? Or, what encouragement is 

there left to continue throwing good money after bad? What more evilness can WE 

the People expect from the tyrant? Are not the tyranny of the Affordable Care Act and 

its tyrannical ramifications on Americans and the American economy enough? 
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Because of these reasons alone America can carry on the patriotic domestic war 

against Barack Hussein Obama and his tyranny for years longer, and all the charges 

of government included for less than Barack Hussein Obama can defray the charges 

of domestic war and government for one year. 

I, who know Barack Hussein Obama's non-positive character, know well that the 

people of America can afford to pay their share of the expense much better than the 

social dregs that follow Obama. Besides, it is OUR own estates and property, OUR 

own rights, liberties, and government that WE are defending; and were WE not to do 

it, WE would deserve to lose all, and none would pity US. The fault would be OUR 

own and OUR punishment just. 

The Obama regime in America cares not how long the domestic war lasts. They 

enjoy an easy and indolent life. They fatten on the political folly of the brain-dead 

Americans and the spoils of The One; and, between their plunder and their prey, may 

go home rich. But the case is very different with the laboring farmer, the working 

tradesman, and the necessitous poor in America, the sweat of whose brows goes 

day after day to feed, in prodigality and sloth, the regime that is robbing both them 

and US. Removed from the eye of the multitude that supports them and distant from 

the WE the People who employ them, they cut and carve for themselves, and there is 

none to call them to account. 

The eventual truth, says the Obama regime, is that America will be ruined if America 

is free from socialism-communism. I say that the Obama regime is already ruined for 

America is already independent: and if Obama will not comprehend this, he 

immediately denies the fact which he infers. Besides, to make America the mere 

creature of the Obama regime, is paying too great a compliment to himself and too 

little to US. 

But the declaration of hope and change is a rhapsody of inconsistency. For to say 

that the domestic war against America is ruinous, and yet to continue the prosecution 

of that ruinous domestic war for the purpose of avoiding ruin, is a language which 

cannot be understood. Neither is it possible to see how the continued independence 

of America is to accomplish the ruin of America after the domestic war is over. 

America can always be more independent and at the same time a great opponent to 
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liberal, progressive, anti-humane politics hereafter than she now is. Obama and his 

fools will certainly derive fewer advantages than at present. Why then is ruin to follow 

in the best state of the case, and not in the worst? And if not in the worst, why is it to 

follow at all? 

That a nation is to be ruined by Barack Hussein Obama with his hope and change to 

socialism-communism peace and billions-a-year more expenses than before, is the 

tyrant's doctrine in politics. WE have heard much clamor of national savings and 

economy; but surely the true economy would be to dispense with the whole charge of 

a silly, foolish, and headstrong regime; because, compared with this, all other 

retrenchments are baubles and trifles. 

Is it possible that Barack Hussein Obama can be serious in supposing that the best 

advantage can be obtained by socialism-communism, or that any advantage can be 

equal to the expense or the danger of attempting it? Will not the capture of one free, 

independent American after another satisfy him? Must all become prisoners? Must 

America ever be the sport of hope and change and the victim of delusion? The 

United States of America is in the middle of the greatest delusion ever played upon 

the world. The patriotic hope for America will never fail. 

At another time OUR will was to revolt. A General named George Washington 

commanded the revolution of moral right over immoral wrong. In General 

Washington's time 20,000 Russians and 20 Russian ships of the line were to come 

and fight for Great Britain. This did not happen and the Russian Empress, Catherine 

the Great, was abused without mercy or decency by Great Britain. Then the Emperor 

of Germany was to be bribed with a million of money, and the King of Prussia was to 

do wonderful things. At one time it was, Lo here! and then it was, Lo there! 

Sometimes this power, and sometimes that power was to engage against American 

Patriots in the Revolutionary War, just as if the whole world was mad and foolish like 

Barack Hussein Obama is today. And thus, from year to year, has every straw been 

plucked at, and every will-with-a-wisp led them a new dance. Now Barack Hussein 

Obama is forced to dance to the dissonance of his own anti-American political music. 

This year a still newer folly is to take place. Barack Hussein Obama wishes to let 

open the flood gates of illegal immigration: the king of illegal immigrants would be an 
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illegal king with illegal subjects … and he thinks that something more can be done! 

Are not the repeated declarations of American Patriots, which all Americans in their 

right minds support, that they will not even hear any proposals whatever until the 

unconditional and unequivocal freedom from tyranny political fact? Are not, I say, 

these declarations answer enough? 

For the Obama regime to receive anything from Americans now after so many 

insults, injuries, and outrages have been acted towards US, would show such a spirit 

of dumbness in them, that WE the People could not but despise them for offering 

anything. It would be the greatest disgrace they could do to offer it. The Obama 

regime would appear as it is: a wretch indeed, at this time of day, to ask or owe 

anything to the bounty of America. Has not the name of America blots enough upon it 

without inventing more? Even Lucifer would scorn to reign in heaven by permission, 

and yet illegal immigrants can creep on their knees to the ever-feeling tyrant for an 

entrance into America and receive it at no restrictions. Has this land of liberty so 

many charms, that to be a doorkeeper in it is better than to be an American Patriot? 

But more can be expected from Barack Hussein Obama. If obtained, what can it 

amount to but new disgraces, contentions, and quarrels? The people of America 

have for years accustomed themselves to think and speak so freely and 

contemptuously of the Barack Hussein Obama regime, and the inveteracy is so 

deeply rooted, that a person invested with any authority from the regime, and 

attempting to exercise it, should have the life of a toad under a harrow. Americans 

should look on that thug as an interloper, to whom their compassion would never be 

permitted a residence. He should be no more than the Mungo of a farce; and if he 

disliked that, he must set off. Emphatically, it should be a station of degradation, 

perhaps debased by OUR pity, and despised by OUR pride, and should place the 

tyrant Obama in a more contemptible situation than any he has yet been in. WE have 

too high an opinion of OURSELVES even to think of yielding again the least 

obedience to outlandish authority; and for a thousand reasons, America will be the 

last country in the world to yield to it. The Obama regime has been treacherous! WE 

know it! Its character is gone and WE will see the funeral! 
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Surely Barack Hussein Obama loves to fish in troubled waters and drink the cup of 

contention, or he would not now think of mingling his socialism-communism affairs 

with those of America. It would be like a foolish dotard taking to his arms the bride 

that despises him, or who perhaps already does and has placed on his head the 

ensigns of her disgust! It is kissing the hand that boxes his ears and proposing to 

renew the exchange. The thought is as servile as the domestic war is wicked and 

shows the last scene of the drama to be as inconsistent as the first. 

As America is gone from Barack Hussein Obama and the DemocRATS, the only act 

of manhood is to let her go. Obama's tyranny had a large hand in the separation from 

independence in America to hope and change socialism-communism. Barack 

Hussein Obama will gain no honor by temporising politics. Besides, there is 

something so exceedingly whimsical, unsteady, and even insincere in the present 

conduct of Obama that he exhibits himself in the most dishonorable colors. American 

Patriots should have no direct communications with Barack Hussein Obama or his 

regime thugs. Ignore them with the positive actions of Patriotism! 

Now, taking Obama's present measures into view and comparing them with his lies, 

pray what is the word of this tyrant, or his regime thugs, or the DemocRATS good 

for? Must WE not look upon them as a confederated body of faithless, treacherous 

men and women, whose assurances are fraud, and their language deceit? What 

opinion can WE possibly form of them, but that they are a lost, abandoned, profligate 

trash of humanity, who sport even with their own character, and are to be held by 

nothing but the patriotic firearms or the halter? 

To say, after this, that the sun of America will be set is not to acknowledge the 

independence of America, when the not doing it is the unqualified lie of the tyrant 

government and can be no other than the language of ridicule, the jargon of 

inconsistency. There were thousands in America who predicted the Barack-Hussein-

Obama delusion and looked upon it as a trick of treachery to take US from OUR 

guard, and draw off OUR attention from the only system of financial market ideology 

by which WE can be called, or deserve to be called, a sovereign, independent 

people. Obama thought the fraud on the tyrant's part might be worth attempting. The 

sacrifice of WE the People to obtain freedom from tyranny is never too high. There 
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are others who credited the assurance, because they thought it impossible that men 

and women who had their characters to establish, would begin with a lie. 

The prosecution of the domestic war is savage and horrid; since which it has been 

mean, trickish, and delusive. The one went greedily into the passion of revenge, the 

other into the subtleties of low contrivance; till, between the crimes of both, there is 

scarcely left a patriotic man or woman in America, be they white, black, red, or yellow 

who does not despise or detest the tyrannical conduct of Barack Hussein Obama. 

The management of Barack Hussein Obama, whatever may be his views, is a 

caution to US, and must be to the world, never to regard Obama's assurances. A 

perfidy so notorious cannot be hidden. It stands even in the public papers with his 

tyrannical proclamations that are not to be believed; that the spirit of lying is the 

governing principle of his person and his regime's politics. It is holding up the 

character of valued public offices to public infamy, and warning all men and women 

not to credit them. Such are the consequences which Obama's mismanagement has 

brought upon the United States of America. 

The limits of your tyranny, Barack Hussein Obama are of two kinds. The first consists 

of limiting you by assassination, or capture and disposal via the Chicago concrete 

block style. The second consists of the constitutional measures: impeachment and 

trial for treason with the complete execution of the punishments according to the laws 

of the Constitution for the United States of America. The first method is illegal, 

although logical and ethical arguments for the assassination of a tyrant of the caliber 

Adolf Hitler, Josef Stalin, and Barack Hussein Obama can be termed a last-resort, 

patriotic action. The second method is fully legal. 

We the People, We American Patriots are your ultimate limit. Frederick Douglass 

once said profoundly that "The limits of tyrants are presented by the endurance of 

those whom they oppose." WE the People, WE American Patriots oppose you and 

will endure you no longer! 
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